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OVERVIEW
Groupcall Messenger helps bridge the communication gap between the school office, parents,
teachers and other school contacts. It provides a quick and easy way of sending mobile phone Text
messages (SMS), Email messages (with attachments), automated Text to Speech messages (VOICE
CALLS) and/or pre-recorded voice messages to one or many recipients, or a combination of the
three quickly and easily. Users have the option of sending messages
to the primary parental
contact, all parental contacts or direct to the student.
Messenger can be used by primary and secondary schools. It reads and fully integrates with pupil,
staff, groups and attendance information held in the school Management Information System (MIS)
SIMS : CMIS : E1 : G2 : Phoenix Gold : SEEMIS : Integris : PASS : Standalone.
Text Messages - Groupcall Messenger allows users to send a text message to an individual
recipient, multi recipients or a specific group of recipients (like an after school club) to a
centralised Groupcall server (via the Internet) which then sends individual text messages to each
recipient. The server keeps track of each message and confirms if it has been delivered or not. The
Groupcall software communicates with the server to show you information about your messages.
Recipients also have the option to reply to your text messages if you have subscribed to this option.
Email Messages – The email element of Messenger provides similar functionality to that provided by
sending text messages, allowing message recipients to reply directly (if required) to the message
sent. Messages can be sent to one, several or all Messenger contacts held within your database,
depending on your selection criteria. Message recipients are treated as individual addressees, thus
ensuring security and non redistribution of personal or private information, in the same manner
that is adopted when delivering SMS and Voice messages.
Voice Messages - The voice element of Messenger allows the system to send a natural sounding
voice message from pre recorded voice templates to landlines or mobile phones. It allows users to
type or record personal message and the system can also record a response from the recipient (if
required). This response can be retrieved within the messenger system.
The language library currently provides a series of standard messages in 13 languages: Urdu,
Punjabi, Gujarati, Bengali, Tamil, Somali, Hindi, Bulgarian, Romanian, Spanish, Arabic, Portuguese,
Polish and Turkish. The home language is automatically identified by Messenger from the MIS.
Messenger also provides a secure website which allows users to send text messages to parents, staff
and contacts even when it is not possible to get onto the school administration network. The
system can create groups of recipients by event or year or activity and these groups with their
mobile contact details can be uploaded to the Groupcall website from the desktop software with
the click of a button. It can then be securely accessed via the Groupcall website from any Internet
enabled device, and send a message to any of these groups or even the whole school.
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CONCEPTS OF GROUPCALL MESSENGER
There are four easy steps to understanding Messenger:1. Deciding how to send a (route) message i.e. as SMS, eMail, VOICE or a combination of the
three.
2. Making a list of recipients (one or many) that need to receive the message. This may be
comprised of parents, teachers or other contacts in any combination.
3. Typing or recording the message that needs to be sent.
4. Checking the status of messages sent and monitoring the responses received from incoming
text and voice replies.

RUNNING MESSENGER FOR THE FIRST TIME
To start the program, find the GroupCall icon
Programs and then GroupCall.

on the desktop or click on Start and then

If the system prompts to provide MIS login details, please enter these and login to continue.
The following screen will appear:

Groupcall always starts here where users can search for recipients to send messages to.
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MAKING A LIST OF RECIPIENTS
When compiling a list of recipients, it is important to remember that everyone on the list will
receive the same message (unless sending an attendance message). The first step is to identify
everyone that the school need to send a message too.
The screen is split into three sections. The top section provides a choice of routing options for the
message. The middle section allows users to enter information to search for pupils/staff and
contacts (and attendance where appropriate). The bottom section shows the search results.
Message Routing Options [TOP SECTION]

The following elements are combined to decide how a message is routed and what contact numbers
are used.
Contact Preference – Messenger can now send messages to All Parental Contacts and Students
Direct, not just Primary Parental Contacts. This option is available from the first drop down box in
the top section.
Primary Parental Contact: Send messages to priority one contacts.
Student Direct: Send messages directly to students.
All Parental Contacts: Send messages to all contacts.

Message Type – This option is the second drop down in the top section; this is to specify the
message type the school wish to send.
SMS Only: Send only Text Messages.
Voice: Send only Voice Messages.
SMS: Send Text if Mobile Number exists. If not, it will send a
voice message to a landline number if one exists.
eMail: Send only Email messages.

Excluding Student Groups – For SMS and Voice type messages, the system can exclude groups of
students to not populate in the recipients list when sending messages. It also has the option to
exclude number types with the tick boxes below.
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Searching For Recipients [MIDDLE SECTION]

The following group tabs are available for users to populate and send GroupCall messages too.
Student Search – Searches the current student information in the school system (from the MIS
database) and is a quick and easy way to locate an individual pupil. Just start to type any part of
their surname and the list below will move alphabetically to the related pupil. Use the arrow keys
to move the highlighted bar to the required student and hit <Enter>. The selected name will
appear in the list below. Then continue to type the next name and add them to the list and so on.
This applies to all of the searching functionality in Groupcall.

*Note* unless users select to “Clear” the recipient list at the bottom of the screen, recipients will always be added to
the current list.

The Student search allows users to add pupils one at a time, but has the option to add classes or a
whole year group (or combinations) at one time by entering the search values in Class, Year and
Gender and selecting “Add”.
This information will be populated from the MIS system: Any changes
made in the MIS system for group information, will require a refresh to be
run in Messenger software, before the changes will pull through.

The “All Students” button is also available to quickly add all “Current” students at the school. If
schools are sending a general message to all students, Messenger can recognise siblings by the
telephone number and will only send one message per family. If users personalise a message it will
be sent as one message per student.
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Staff Search - This tab will allow users to pick one member of staff/all members of staff at a time
from the list of staff members from the MIS database, and Add them to the list of recipients. It can
also pick the Staff Type and any member of staff which comes into that category will be added to
the list. This works with the same method as adding in students, just start to type any part of their
name and the list below will move alphabetically to that member of staff. It is possible to use the
arrow keys to move the highlighted bar to the required staff member and hit <Enter>. The selected
name will appear in the list below. This applies to all of the searching functionality in Groupcall.

*Note* unless users select to “Clear” the recipient list at the bottom of the screen, recipients will always be added to
the current list.

Contacts/Groups – This tab will allow users to pick from a list of custom created contacts/groups,
adding them to the recipient list. Contacts are a directory of people who are not stored within the
MIS system itself, and will be maintained in Messenger.

Messenger now has Contact configuration buttons at the top of the section. This includes the
options to add New Contacts/Modify previous Contacts and Delete Contacts. You also have an All
Contacts button in this section; this will add all custom created contacts to the distribution list.

To add a new Contact, click the New button in this tab.
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When adding in a new Contact, it will be present the following pop-up window.
Only enter the required contact information intended for use, sending messages.

The Mobile number field will be required information for text messages to work
successfully.

For creating Groups (See Page 9).
Searching Results [BOTTOM SECTION]

*Note* the recipient list can contain any combination of pupils, staff and contacts. Removing recipients from a list just
clears them from the screen. It does not delete them permanently from a group or from the MIS database.

This section displays the list of recipients for the message.
following ways:-

This list can be modified in the

Individual recipients can be removed. To do this either click on the recipient to highlight it and
press the Delete button on the keyboard, or tick the box next to the recipient‟s name by clicking
on it and then click on the Remove Marked tab at the bottom of the screen.
Tip: If users highlight/mark a recipient
and click the Clear button, and not
Remove Marked button, this will clear
the entire list of recipients.
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If users make a mistake and want to start again, the Clear button will clear the recipient list and
start again. The recipients in the list are not lost or deleted in any way; they are just cleared from
the screen display.
Tip: The bottom left of this section will
display the current recipients on your
send list. This will also state if you have
marked any of them.

Lists of recipients can be saved into groups. To do this, select the recipients needed to add to a
group and click on the Make Group button at the bottom of the screen. a prompt window will
appear to enter a group a name for reference. The group will then be stored in Messenger, not be
written to the MIS database.
Tip: Only recipients calculated here in the
bottom left count will be added when
creating the group.

Messenger will now display any contact numbers that are set to an incorrect format for the set type
of message, as red. This would have to be changed within the MIS system, followed by a MIS
refresh.
Tip: To refresh the MIS
data, within Messenger,
take route:
File\Refresh “MIS” Data

A new feature of Messenger is that users can now output recipient lists to Microsoft Excel as well as
sending them directly to a printer.

PREPARING THE MESSAGE
Now that the list of recipients has been created, the next step is to prepare the message that will
be sent to the attached recipient list. Hit the Next button along the bottom right of this section to
proceed to the message editor screen.

*Note* the next screen will look differently dependent on the message type
recipients, please see page 5 for a break down on message types.
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selected previously to searching for

Before the message editor screen, the messenger system will scan the list of attached recipients for
any blank contact entries matched to the message type. Any blank entries will be prompted on
screen.
Tip: It would be advised to select Yes on this
prompt, it will highlight and mark the blank
recipients.
Then either remove the selected blank entries,
or print off the list for correction within the MIS
system, using the Output List to function.

When the list of recipients is complete and clear of any incorrect records, clicking Next will bring
up the messenger editor screen.
The message editor screen is divided into different sections; this can vary depending on the type of
message.
Message Type [SMS ONLY]
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The left panel displays the preset/saved message templates that can be used to automatically fill
the message summary panel. The range for this should cover most standard/frequent used
messages. Extra templates can be created and stored to the current list.
Tip: Schools can modify and save changes to the current
templates; this can be done by selecting the template from the
list and modifying the changes on the right Summary panel.
All changes will need to be saved by clicking on the Save
Template As button.

The bottom of this section has additional options for the message templates.

Delete – Any selected templates selected will be removed from the templates list.
Set as Default – Any selected template will become the default selected template when entering
the message editor screen for this message type.
Import – Select and import any new/updated pre-defined message templates.
Also send as eMail – This option will attempt to also send the SMS message as an email to all
attached recipients. For any contact‟s missing an email address will not send successfully. This will
also require an email address to be entered for the email to be sent from. This should
automatically generate but can be modified. The option to not receive is available by adding the
address donotreply@”enter your school email details”
*Note* this must be a fully qualified address from a “real” domain.
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The right panel displays the message content. This links in with the left hand panel explained on
page 11. This section is for typing out the message and to view/edit any pre-defined messages,
which are selected from the left hand panel.
Note: If the option to allow incoming text is
enabled, the allow replies tick box will need to be
checked for a reply option to be available for the
recipient.

Tip: Any changes that need to be saved for
messages or modifications, click the Save
Template As button, location at the bottom of this
section.

*Note* this works in the same method as normal text messaging, any message over159 characters will send over one
message (displayed as units in the top right hand side next to characters) This will turn red if a message goes over one
page.

On completion, to send the composed message, simply click Send Message to List. The option to go
back to the previous recipients screen is also available.

To send a message, it will require a Message Description. When complete, click OK.
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A confirmation in the transition status will state if the message has been sent correctly.

Message Type [VOICE]
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The left panel displays the preset/saved message templates that can be used to automatically fill
the message summary panel. The range for this should cover most standard/frequent used
messages. Extra templates can be created and stored to the current list.
Tip: Schools can modify and save changes to the current
templates; this can be done by selecting the template from the
list and modifying the changes on the right Summary panel.
All changes will need to be saved by clicking on the Save
Template As button.

The bottom of this section has additional options for the message templates.

Attendance (Response Required) – A message is read to the parents and then offers 3 options; to
leave a voice message, to talk directly to the school, or to repeat the message. This would typically
be used to inform parents of their child‟s absence from school, to which you would either like to
speak directly to them, or offer them to leave a voice message in response.
Attendance (Recorded Response Only) – A message is read to the parents and then offers 2
options; to leave a voice message, or to repeat the message. This would typically be used to inform
parents of their child‟s absence from school, to which you would like to reduce the amount of calls
that come into the office, but would like to offer them to leave a voice message in response.
Broadcast – A message is read to the recipient and then offers the option to leave a voice message,
or to repeat the message. This would typically be used to send information to pupils, parents, staff
or any other contact that may be in your database.
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The right panel displays the message content. This links in with the left hand panel explained on
page 14. This section is for typing/recording out the message and to view/edit any pre-defined
messages, which are selected from the left hand panel.
Tip: To confirm changes/modifications for
messages, click the Save Template As button,
location at the bottom of this section.

Record Message – If a microphone device is plugged into the machine Messenger is running from, it
is possible to record personalised voice messages. Clicking Record/Microphone Icon will bring up
the Recording dialog box.
Record: Will start to record the voice message.
Stop: Will stop the recording of the message.
Play: Will playback the recorded voice message.
Keep: Will confirm the currently set voice message.
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Type Message – If a microphone device is not plugged into the machine Messenger is running from,
it is not possible to record personalised voice messages, the option to type a recorded message is
available. Clicking Type/Notepad Icon will bring up the <New> - Message dialog box.
Clear: This will clear the message
content.
OK: This will confirm the message details
and proceed adding in the message
details.
Cancel: This will
message window.

cancel

the

new

On completion, to send the composed message, simply click Send Message to List. The option to go
back to the previous recipients screen is also available.

To send a message, it will require a Message Description. When complete, click OK.

A confirmation in the transition status will state if the message sent correctly.
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Message Type [SMS]

This type of message works as a combination between SMS Only and Voice messages.
Please see pages 10 – 16)
When using this option the recipient will receive a text message if a mobile number is exists. If no
mobile number exists, and a landline number does exist, the recipient will receive a voice message.
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Message Type [EMAIL]

From -

email address the message will be sent from. The option to not receive is available
by adding the address donotreply@”enter your school email details”

*Note* this must be a fully qualified address from a “real” domain.

Subject -

subject for the message composed for recipient.

Message Body - content of message, composed to be sent to the recipient.
Attachment -

if required, files can be attached to send to recipients.

Send -

sends composed email.

Cancel -

cancels out the send eMail window.

*Note* a new feature of Messenger is that file attachments are now set to 10 file attachments, and a file size limitation
of 2Mb.
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The left panel displays the preset/saved message templates that can be used to automatically fill
the message summary panel. The range for this should cover most standard/frequent used
messages. Extra templates can be created and stored to the current list.
Tip: Schools can modify and save changes to the current templates; this can be done by
selecting the template from the list and modifying the changes on the right Summary panel.
All changes will need to be saved by clicking on the Save Template As button.
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HAVE MESSAGES BEEN RECEIVED?
Messenger does an automatic refresh of all message statuses every 15 minutes. All sent and
incoming messages are recorded in the Messenger system, together with their respective recipients.
To access this Messages screen, select the Messages Menu item from the top toolbar and choose All
Messages.

The following screen will appear.
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Sent Messages [SECTION]
This section will show the list of all sent messages types, listed in date order. Sent messages are
displayed by Message Reference Name.
Note: Settings can be changed for the filters, at
the top right of this section to show select
messages that are still in a state of pending or
have marked unread replies.

Transmission Summary/Message Contents [SECTION]
This section will show either the summary of transmission statuses or message content, depend on
the tab selected at the top right of the section. (See examples below).
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Recipients [SECTION]
This section will show the list of recipients that were attached to the original message recipients
list.

Message replies from recipients will be displayed in the replies column in this section. Clicking on
the reply itself will bring up the reply content.

The message reply will show in the top right section.

There are additional buttons in the bottom area of this section.

Refresh (F5) -

This will send and receive an update on all transmission statuses.

Print -

This will print the current message details list.

Message Analyser -

This will take you to the Message Analysing screen.

Close -

This will close the Messaging section window.

*Note* Please see a full list of transmission statuses and meanings on Page 23.
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Meaning

Will
Retry

The phone was answered and an answer phone was detected. A
message will be left and the system will try another number (if it has
one)

YES
(on other
number)

Call Disconnect
The call was initiated and the pupil name read, the „wrong person‟
option was selected, all further call attempts will stop for this message
Call Introduced
The call was initiated and the pupil name read, the call was then
terminated by the recipient, the system will try again
Expired
The duration of the call attempts has exceeded the time given to
complete a call
TransferOrRecord
The message recipient terminated the call prior to being successfully
offered appropriate choices, the system will try again
TransferOrRecordOrEnd
The message recipient terminated the call prior to being successfully
offered appropriate choices, the system will try again
Network disconnect
During the process of being transferred to the school, or leaving a
message, the call was terminated by the network, the system will try
again

YES

The software has been unable to retrieve message status, possibly due
to being shutdown, or not connected to the network/Internet

N/A

Call failed, all numbers have been called with no successful response

NO

No Answer

No Answer
The call has been initiated, but there is no answer at the destination
No Response
The call has been initiated, but there is no answer at the destination

YES

Rejected
number

The call has not been able to proceed.
Either the number called is unavailable or no longer in use. You may
confirm that the number has the correct number of digits (minimum
11). A simple form of confirmation would be to manually dial the
number to establish if the line is in service.

NO

School Called

The recipient selected to Call the school. The system will accept this as
a completed call.

NO

Failed connecting
the school

SchoolCalled_far_end_disconnect
Parent has listened to the message, selected to talk directly to the
school, but then terminated the call
SchoolCalled_network_disconnect
Parent has listened to the message, selected to talk directly to the
school, but the call has not been able to be taken

NO

WrongPerson

The recipient has selected that this is the wrong number to call for the
message. The number will not be tried again for this call. It will be used
in subsequent calls, if you do not remove it from the MIS system.

NO

Message Left

The recipient selected to Leave a Voice Message. The Recording column
will show „Available‟ or „Heard‟ corresponding to the appropriate
message that has been left in response to the original call. The system
will accept this as a completed call.

NO

Status Message
Msg
Left
Answerphone

on

Failed

Message
Unavailable

Status

Failed
–
exceeded

Retries
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MAINTAINING GROUPS
*Note* Please refer to Page 9 of this document to see how to create Groups within Messenger.

All Groups created in Messenger can be modified at any point in time, as well as being published for
use online. To access this Groups screen, select the File Menu item from the top toolbar and choose
Group Maintenance.

The following screen will appear.
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Groups [SECTION]
This section shows the current list of groups in the Messenger system, this will include any groups
created in the MIS system.
Note: The !Auto groups are automatically created in messenger for
publishing to the Groupcall website for remote Messenger access.

The system can also create a New Group in here.

Members [SECTION]
This section shows the members of any selected current group. You can add or remove contacts
here with the <<Add Remove>> buttons.

From [SECTION]
This section shows all contacts in the Messenger system that can be added to current selected
groups.
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The publish groups option is located at the bottom of this section; this will upload all selected
groups to the Groupcall website.

*Note* A new feature of Messenger is that the system will notify schools on a weekly basis to publish groups to the
Groupcall website.

ATTENDANCE
This tab will allow Messenger to search the MIS system on Attendance criteria filters to produce a
list of students. It can pick up Attendance Type and Attendance Mark as search criterion to
populate an attendance recipients list. This allows the system to send out messages in relation to
late marks and unauthorised absences. Dependant on message setup and Messenger configuration,
replies regarding the Attendance can be sent back from the recipient, back into Messenger.
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Attendance Filtering [SECTION]
This section filters the type of attendance marks that Messenger will display recipients for.

Attendance Type -

This will allow filtering on Attendance Type within the MIS.

Date -

This will allow filtering on date ranges from a period of Attendance.

Only Include Students from -

This will allow filtering on groups created in Messenger or the MIS.

Filters -

This will allow filtering on further MIS break down criteria‟s.

With the required filter options selected, click the Search button.
Selected Destinations [SECTION]
This will show the selected recipients with the filtered Attendance information from the
Attendance Filtering section.

Replies can be found in the All Messages area of Messenger (See Pages 20 – 22)
*Note* from the reply itself, Attendance codes can then be written back directly into certain MIS systems.

REFRESHING MIS DATA
When logging into Messenger the MIS DATA will run a refresh and sync with the MIS system. For
occasions that DATA has changed in the MIS, whilst Messenger is in use, the following route will
manually refresh the DATA. File\Refresh MIS Data
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REMOTE MESSAGING
This can be accessed on any Web enabled device.
Open the Internet browser icon, in the address line type the following web address:
www.groupcall.com.
Click on the Member-Log-in tab on the far right of the grey navigation bar towards the top of the
page.

The remote messaging site will open in a new webpage.
Enter the schools Groupcall username and password (not MIS) in the boxes provided. It may be a
good idea to write the name and password here for convenience.
Username:

......................................................

Password:

......................................................

*Note* If schools forget username or password details, please contact Groupcall support.
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Once logged in, there are four options.

Click on the icon on the left side of the Send Messages box to send text messages to parents.
Note: Messenger only takes one mobile number per family, not
per student. Each group will display this total figure next to
each group published separately.

This will load the following screen.
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The lists will show the Groups that have been published from the Messenger system (See Pages 24 –
26). Select the list that the school need to send a message to.
*Note* to send to more than one group, hold down the shift key.

Type the message in the Message box. This must include the school‟s name in the message as this
will not be done automatically.

Hit Send when the message is ready and it will be delivered to everyone in the Selected
List/Group.

*Note* Messages sent via remote messaging will not appear within the message analyser section in Messenger.

The Message Queued for Delivery screen will appear.

Now click back to the menu and logout. Finally, close the Internet Explorer.
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